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***** May 18, 1994

Ms. Jane A. Fleming
8 Oceanwood Drive
Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332

Dear Ms. Fleming:

This is in response to your letter of May 4,1994, to Mr. James M. Taylor,
Executive Director for Operations (ED0), in which you made several comments
following a telephone conversation that day between you, me and Mr. James E.
Tatum of the E00's staff. In your letter, you listed some things about the
conversation that were bothersome to you.

Regarding my reference to the initial information concerning the 1.oss of the
Wellesley Reception Center (WRC) as " rumor", perhaps some background
information would help put the remark in perspective. As you indicated, on
September 14, 1992, the Boston Globe reported that the Massachusetts Highway
Department (MHD) intended to consolidate its operations and that, as part of
the consolidation plan, the maintenance depot at Wellesley was expected to be ,

sold or leased. Regarding the Wellesley site, the article noted that MHD
hoped to turn over its functions to private contractors or State prisoner work
programs, but these moves were opposed by the highway department unions.

'

The Boston Globe article prompted inquiries by responsible local and State
emergency planning officials, as well as yourself. On September 14, 1992, the,
Duxbury Town Manager, Thomas J. Groux, wrote to MHD Commissioner James J.
Kerasiotes concerning the proposed disposition of the Wellesley facility and
its potential impact on emergency planning (EP)-for Pilgrim. On September 15,
1992, A. David Rodham, Director of the Massachusetts Emergency Management
Agency (MEMA), also wrote to Commissioner Kerasiotes noting ~that the Wellesley
facility serves as a reception center for both Pilgrim and Seabrook, and ,

requested information on its proposed closing. Informal discussions '

concerning the impact of the proposed sale or lease of the'Wellesley f acility
on EP also took place between the NRC and Federal Emergency Management Agency <

(FEMA) Headquarters and regional staffs, and with Massachusetts and licensee
officials.

,

On October 6, 1992, the Director of MEMA wrote to FEMA Region I stating, among
other things, that the window of potential changes at Wellesley could be .as
early as spring 1993 to_ as late as I or 2 years with the latter being more
realistic. The Director also stated that MEMA was initiating activities aimed
at identification of potential alternative facilities. On November 6, 1992,
FEMA Region I wrote to MEMA concerning the potential sale of the Wellesley .
facility and there were several meetings between FEMA and MEMA'during which
the Wellesley facility was discussed. On. December If, 1992, FEMA issued its
" Technical Assistance Review for Massachusetts State and Local Community Plans
in Support of Seabrook Nuclea'r Power Station," which relied upon the
availability of the WRC because plans to replace the facility were:still ._ -

,

premature.
,
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Ms. Jane A. Fleming -2- May 18, 1994.

1

On April 27, 1993, MHD informed Boston Edison Company (BECo) that their use of
the Wellesley facility would be terminated and en May 4, 1993, MHD notified i

|the NRC that MHD was considering leasing the Wellesley facility in order to
'

allow time to locate and possibly designate other facilities as needed. This
latter date was the date referred to in the correspondence to Senator Kennedy ,

because it was the date when the NRC was first formally notified by i
Massachusetts officials of the State's plan for leasing the Wellesley
facility. I

Rather than referring to the early information concerning the proposed sale as
" rumor", perhaps a better characterization would have beep that it was a

.

period of uncertainty in which the responsible agencies were trying to l

determine the validity and implications of the State's proposal to sell or i

lease the Wellesley f acility. In any event, the characteriz0 tion of the
initial information as rumor had absolutely no bearing on the actions taken by
the involved agencies or on the eventual outcome of the procesa. We continue
to believe, and we think the record shows, that the transition t.o replace the
Wellesley facility was an orderly and well-managed process that aventually
culminated in the establishment of two replacement facilities, the South
Weymouth Reception Center (SWRC) at the South Weymouth Naval Air Station in
support of Pilgrim and the Masconomet Reception Center in Boxford,
Massachusetts, for Seabrook.

Similarly, the statement attributed to Northeast Utilities in your October 5,
1992, letter that the proposed sale of the Wellesley facility was a rumor, had
no bearing or impact, as far as we can determine, on any subsequent events or
actions concerning the identification of replacement facilities for Wellesley.
As indicated in the response to you dated March 2, 1993, from Mr. Robert A.
Erickson, the NRC found that the issues you raised concerning the Wellesley
facility had been duly considered by the agencies responsible for offsite
emergency preparedness in Massachusetts. l

With regard to the " issue of authority in the field of emergency planning,"
,

the Commission is fully aware of its responsibilities under its regulations. |
The Commission has set a very high threshold for the NRC staff to perform an i

assessment of offsite EP. It is entirely proper for the NRC to obtain
information needed to carry out its responsibilities from the responsible i
officials and agencies through FEMA. These policies are clearly stated in:
(1) Chairman Carr's response of December 20, 1990, to the Pilgrim Emergency
Preparedness Lessons Learned Task Force Report, (2) NRR Office Letter No.
804, " Procedures for Conducting NRC Staff Reviews of Offsite Emergency
Preparedness for Licensed Operating Reactors," issued June 25, 1991, and (3)
the NRC/ FEMA Memorandum of Understanding, current revision effective June 17, I

1993. It was within the framework of these policies that the staff interacts -1
'on matters regarding offsite EP.

With regard to the Naval Officer's characterization of the drill at SWRC,
considering his position of responsibility in the drill scenario, it is
important that his evaluation is considered not only for the training value

|

but more especially to ensure any problems with the SWRC are resolved. It is |

1
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Ms. Jane A. Fleming -3- May 18, 1994

our understanding that the individual in question was present at the briefing
after the drill and did not question the adequacy of the drill or the
reception center.

With regard to an exercise of the SWRC after the transition, I suggest you
check with the appropriate scheduling agencies as stated in my letter to youon May 9, 1994. I am not aware of any " promises" made to you in this regard.

With regard to your statement that there was no reception center north of
Pilgrim until March 28, 1994, we will continue to disagree on this point.

I believe there must have been some misunderstanding regarding my documentrequest. I asked you to send me any documentation you have regarding your
assertion that you were promised an exercise of the SWRC after the transition.
As I stated in my May 9, 1994 letter, I have no record of such a promise.

I certainly agree that you may " pick and choose" who you will talk with;
however, as stated in Dr. Butler's letter to you on January 18, 1994, as the
assigned Project Manager for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, I am the agency
point-of-contact for matters regarding Pilgrim.

Sincerely,

Original signed by:
Ronald B. Eaton, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate I-3
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation

*previously concurred ,Il

0FFICEL PDInMLA PDI-3,: PM, *NRR/DRSS PDI-3:d *ADRI DRILD
NAME Sd b REhh$bt FCongel WButler JCalvo

,
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Ms. Jane A. Fleming -3- May 18, 1994,

'

our understanding that the individual in question was present at the briefing
after the drill and did not question the adequacy of the drill or the
reception center.

With regard to an exercise of the SWRC after the transition, I suggest you
check with the appropriate scheduling agencies as stated in my letter to youon May 9, 1994. I am not aware of any " promises" made to you in this regard.

With regard to your statement that there was no reception center north of
Pilgrim until March 28, 1994, we will continue to disagree on this point.

I believe there must have been some misunderstanding regarding my document
request. I asked you to send me any documentation you have regarding your
assertion that you were promised an exercise of the SWRC after the transition.
As I stated in my May 9, 1994 letter, I have no record of such a promise.

I certainly agree that you may " pick and choose" who you will talk with;
however, as stated in Dr. Butler's letter to you on January 18, 1994, as the
assigned Project Manager for Pilgrim Nuclear Power Station, I am the agency
point-of-contact for matters regarding Pilgrim.

Sincerely,

'{ g;/,

R nald B. Eaton, Senior Project Manager
Project Directorate I-3
Division of Reactor Projects - I/II
Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation
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!May $, 1994
8 Oceanwood Drive

*

Duxbury, Ma. 02332 *

Mr. James Taylor
Executive Director for Operations
USNRC
Washington D.C. 20555

Fax 8301-504-2162

Dear Jim,-

Yesterday I engaged in a phone conversation with Ron
Eaton, project Manager and Jim Tatum of your staff. As I am
sure Jim Tatum reported back, many areas of the conversation
bothered me.

Eat'n frequently refer to the the accepted knowledgeFirst: o
of the upcoming loss of the reception center as RUMOR... from
the period of Sept. 1992 thru June 1993. I will refer you
back to the letter I sent you Oct. 5, 1992, which identifies
the information I had gathered and delivered, as well as
documentation the NRC had in its possession.

Eaton's " RUMOR" characterization seems to indicate that he
gave credence to the Northeast Utility documentation I
identified in the Oct. 5, 1992 letter. In the summary of
points to you within that letter I identified as the third
key issue: "The possibility Northeast Utility created a
document of " convenient truth" with the intention of
misleading Federal Agency.

Erickson"s March 2, 1993 response to the Oct. 5,1992 letter
fails to identify the possibility of Northeast misleading the
Federal Agencies. Although it appeared that Erickson was
fully cognizant of the Northeast documentation. That is
something I do consider a serious allegation. Yet,
apparently there was no follow-up. That document if it
stands as Wingo portrayed it could be construed as a
violation of 10 CFR 50.9 or section 1001 of the USC. It is
curious that years later the essence of a seemingly false
document still appears to be setting the attitude of NRC
staff. WHY?

Second: The issue of authority in the field of emergency
planning is getting old. The I.G. -repor t did, not suggest the
NRC abdicate their authority within the field of Emergency
Planning. It did not amend or negate the Federal Regulations
as they appear within 10 CFR. Nor did it lessen your e
regulatory responsibilities.

EDO --- 010036 E*
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Third: The characterization the Naval base Officer made of I

the " Drill" was a personal comment I made to your office. ! )
neither want nor expect that to be-turn into an official
allegation that Eaton could use to torment a Naval Officer
who was being frank and honest. But, for your knowledge |

there was a third person present with us during that |

conversation.

Fourth: I do an expect expect the " official" exercise of
the Reception Center that was promised when you refused to
exercise Wellesley in Dec. |

Fifth: The major point la the citizen to the North of
pilgrim had NO reception Center f rom Dec. until War.28, 1994

,

I

when SWND was declared our reception center. A lack of j

staffing and equipment are the reasons. j
i

|
Sixth: I will not send to Eaton the NRC documents that Jim
Partlow sent to me The NRC already has them, it is.

needless for me to duplicate information already in your
possession. If I feel the need to send them anywhere it will
be to Sen. Kennedy and the Inspector General....not Eaton. I !

do assume this issue can be handle between you and I, Jim.

Seven: I am sending the original Oct. 5, letter to you,
within it it identifies the knowledge and documentation we !

all had in Oct. of 1992. I, also, will send the Erickson !
response to that letter. Within that letter Erickson avoids i
the potential false statement of Northeast, relies on a Dec. i

22,1992 document of FEMA which was originally developed in |

Sept. 1991. A year before the Governor made his announcement |
concerning Wellesley. ;

Eight: As a public citizen I do have certain rights, one is ,

to pick and choose who I will talk to. Eaton is not my |
choice as point of contact, nor do I find any benefit from j

conversing with him. Until I develop a relationship with !

another person I have confidence in, your office is my choice
of point of contact on Emergency Planning issues.

|

Ninth Eaton's mischaracterizations of Admiral Carr are !

appreciated even less than his mischaracterizations of the .

Ifactual status of the Reception Center.

Thank You as always, Jim, for your help and ,

consideration. I am sure we can reasonably tind an agreeable |

solution to this problem. As I have stated, I won the I

wars, the reception center is now South Weymouth, why are we ;

engaged in a battle after the war is over. Why is the only |~-

group left hanging on to a position that has already been !

overturned.
~

Sincerely
-P-3

p .Y e.

c
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8 Oceanwood Drive'
Duxbury, Ma 02332 !
Oct. 5, 1992

James Taylor
Executive Director of Operations
U.S.N.R.C. .

!Washington 20555

Dear Jim,
*

on Sept 15, 1992 The Boston Globe published the
Governor's intention to consolidate the DPW and sell the
Wellesley DPW garage. Oct. 1, 1992 was the target date to
make this proposal official. The property has been appraised 2

at $28 million and the consolidation predicted a four year
savings to be $25 million. Needless to say, this has been a
well_ received proposal in the State. The one flaw to the
plant the Wellesley DPW Garage is the Relocation Center for
Pilgrim and Seabrook.

,

on Monday Sept. 21, 1992 I called David Rodham the
Director of MEMA to check the validity of the newspaper
story. lie confirmed the f acts while driving to the Wellesley
DPW garage to attend the first of many meetings on this very
topic.

1On Sept. 24, 1992 I presented the preliminary
information concerning this to Jim Partlow, NRR. By a chance i

meeting,.1 also informed Aby Mosheni of the the potential 4

closing of Wellesley-and ask him~to pass this on to Bob !
Erickson, I followed this up the next morning with a call-to |

'

Aby. -Aby informed me Bob was "on travel, therefore he hadn't
informed him. I then called Ebe McCabe and discuss the,

'

Wellesley Reception Center Issue as well as other issues-
-I-

On Sept. 30, 1992 Craig Wingo of FEMA informed me,-that' t

he had just-received documentation from Northeast Utilities -|
'

that stated: the-Governor's proposed sale of Wellesley DPW
Garage was-a rumor. Wingo felt the proposed sale _was not _
going to happen. based on the Northeast Utility ~information .
furthermore Bob Erickson was on his other line to discuss ';

this. It was during this conversation with Wingo, FEMA -that
5

I first became aware of the fact Seabrook would also be using i
Wellesley as a reception center. Ebe McCabe confirmed the {
statement concerning Seabrook. (This dual use brings in a !

myriad of new problems that I won't discuss now.) !
l

I then contacted Dave Rodham, MEMA, to determine if the IEstatus had changed. . David assured me'that this proposal was |

indeed going forth. . David further indicated.that it was his '

C '

sense that he would like to_have a_new reception center lined
!

- .- ._
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' up by Jan.1 1993.

With this seemingly conflicting information I contacted
the NRC through Secretary Chilk's office and the Chairman's
office through Public Affairs. I informed both offices ofthe contradictory information, as.well as my fear that once
again, without any verification of the Utilities supposed
" facts", a document of convenience would be accept as truth..
Both offices assured me they would pass this on to the
appropriate people.

The next day, to reconfirm the facts Rodham presented to
me, I started inquiries through out the state. From theGovernor's office, the Secretary of Transportation, the
Highway Dept. down to the "Right of Way" Dept. and the
project manager, in charge of preparing of the property for
sale. All agree that the proposal became official Oct. 1,1992. The sense was the consolidation would take place overthe next three months (leaving us without a set up staff) and
the preparation for sale up to a year due to the toxic waste
problems on site.

This information I relayed back to Ebe McCabe, his
initial response concerned me. In essence he stated the theUtilities were obliged to report the truth to the NRC; Ireminded him of my concern of a " convenient truth" rather
than a " factual truth" to often has become the " accepted
truth". After running through many quotable quotes, I
reminded Ese of one of my favorites: "If man does not learn
from history, he is doomed to repeat it." I reminded Ebe the
NRC has on too many occasions in the world of Emergency
Planning accepted without verifying, the utilities
" convenient truths".

My last call of the day was to you Jim, and after our
traditional parry of who is ultimately responsible for
emergency planning. As promised I have put my, what I as an
individual, have been able to learn into writing.

Jim Partlow has my original documents, newspaper
articles and a letter from the town manager.*

Ebe McCabe has the Secretary of Transportation's
response (Sept. 28,1992) to Rodham and Groux. Essentially it
states they are aware of the Reception Center, it is being
considered but the Utilities are Tenants at Will. i.e. the -

State can throw them out when ever they choose.

Bot tom line Jim, you are now in, as you described it,
"a heads up situation" As I understand it Erickson and

group huve the alleged utility document. If its statements
.

*

are as Craig Wingo has described them and if the are as
unfounded as my questioning of the proper authorities seem to
indicate; then, I would hope this document in question is

- _ _ _ _ -_ -_ _ ___-__ _ - _ _ - _ - _ _ _
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never entered into the files of planning with the potential
of misleading staff members and perhaps once again the

*

Commission. Secondly, I would expect the NRC to take the
proper actions against the utility.

In summary, Jim, there are three key issuest1Ei!"

1. The consolidation of the DPW staff wi. thin three monthsLeaving the reception center without a setup staff.
leaving us without2. The ultimate sale of the DPW garage,

even a physical plant to use as a reception center.

O3 The possibility Northeast Utility created a document of" convenient truth" with the intention of misleading
t\ Federal Agencies.

Sincerely,.

Jane A. Fleming

* An an aside the town manager's letter has started round
five in the School Committee and School Superintendents

the non-elected town manager battle over monitoring ofversus
School children.The School Committee holds firm: the children of Duxbury will
be monitored whenever they are evacuated. Ofcourse we do
need a reception center to accomplish this.

!

+

t
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ri.y g 4-
Ms. Jane Fleming .' ; . p-"

-.'
.

.-8 Oceanwood Drive ..h,9
,

>

Duxbury, Massachusetts 02332 '

' y'.{',
Dear Ms. Fleming: ~'

.. ...

..-
This 'is a followup to the letter you received from Thomas E. Murley, Director,h.h.

-

Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation, dated November 17, 1992, in response to .w.I.your letter to James M. Taylor, Executive Director of Operations, dated . M .9.-October 5, 1992.
continued availability of the Wellesley Reception Center.In your letter you raised two possible issues regarding the p;g'cy'<

.

We informed the "W
Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) of your concerns and asked that .i Me,ns-

)
~ they consider them in their evaluation of radiological emergency preparedness' .Wic. '

in Massachusetts. The two possible issues were:
:dypu .

...c1. The consolidation of the Department of Public Works (DPW) staff within 15 1 N ithree months, leaving the reception center without a setup staff. . W; 'i i

2. The ultimate sale of the DPW garage, resulting in no physical plant to
,

luse as a tereption,ce ggg !

On December'22.,_199 EMA 1ssued its " Technical Assistance Review for
iMassachusetts State and Local Community Plans in Support of Seabrook Nuclear d

Power. Station," which included an evaluation of the Wellesley Reception
Center. FEMA evaluated the Wellesley Reception Center and determined that it
meets applicable criteria in NUREG-0654/ FEMA-REP-1 Revision I. FEMA stated in
its review that "according to the MARERP [ Massachusetts Radiological Emergency
Response Plan), MHD will provide staff and also manage the facility.
Personnel from several organizations also staff the facility."

In light of the FEMA documented evaluation and the fact that the Massachusetts
Emergency ' Management Agency officials are aware of the reliance of the
Seabrook and Ptigrim emergency plans on the Wellesley Reception Center, we
believe that the possible issues you raised have been duly considered and are
not of concern for the foreseeable future.

.

Sincerely,

W, N b.9 A 34 i As
($Nf// ^ <

R ert A. Erickson, Chief
' '

_

'#
. Emergency Preparedness Branch

'

* tt ' Division of Radiation Safety-

-

/@ '
, @tt and Safeguards

[I
p([ V ,,. / -

' Office of Nuclear Reactor Regulation'gs e.... } y . 2*y 1
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From: Ronald B. Eaton (RBE1)
To: JBM, JAC7, SAV, WR.B.

Date Wednesday, May 4, 1994 8:28 am
subject: Telephone call with J. Fleming

Yesterday afternoon (5/3/94) I called Ms. Fleming to address
the points raised in the April 29, 1994, note to JTaylor from
JTatum. At JCalvo's request, JTatum was also present during
the call. Ms. Fleming's first issue is that Wellesley
Reception Center was not adequately maintained after December
31, 1993. She maintains that this was common knowledge
"everyone knew", however, I told her that we would probably
always disagree on this point. Additionally, she maintains
that the equipment at Wellesley was removed and moved back
and forth for the filming the was done in March 1994. Her
allegation was found to be unsubstantiated in a letter to
REmch form FEMA dated March 28, 1994.

Ms. Fleming takes exception to the transition date of May
1993, in the letters to Sen. Kennedy. I told her that while
the NRC was aware that there were discussions in progress on
the potential loss of Wellesley as a reception center for
Seabrook and Pilgrim, prior to May 1993, official
notification from Massachusetts that the facility would be
terminated was made available to the NRC in May 1993, as
documented in letter to BECo from the Massachusetts Highway
Department dated April 27, 1993. Her point was that the May
1993 date is a "date of convenience" for the NRC and does not
reflect reality. The NRC only uses that date to look better.
She wanted to know if we were going to correct the letter to
Sen. Kennedy. I told her that the letter was accurate and
correction was not necessary.

She maintains that LCDR Donavan, who is the Emergency
Response Coordinator at S. Weymouth, considered the drill to
be a disaster or words to that effect. I told her that her
statement seemed to be an allegation. She stated that it was
not an allegation. I do not plan to take any further action
on this item.

She maintains that she was promised all correspondence on
emergency planning concerning BECo. I informed her I was not
aware of any commitment, however, I told her I would sent her
the last two status reports on the Wellesley/S. Weymouth _

transition and I would look into putting her on distribution
for emergency planning correspondence as a member of the i

Duxbury Nuclear Matters Committee.

Finally, with respect to her assertion that she was promised
an exercise would be performed at S. Weymouth shortly after
the transition, I told her the only record I had on this
matter was a telephone call between her and BDean on November
24, 1993, and a letter to her from FCongel dated November 23, |

1993, both of which referred only to an evaluation / mini-

1

_ _ _ _ _ _ - - - _ - _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ - .
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exercise before S. Weymouth would be activated. I asked her i-

who made the promise of a post exercise. She said MEMA, G.
Davis and JTaylor. I told her I would recheck my files for
December 1993 and January 1994 which is the time period when j
she said the promise made, i

|CC: FXK, JET 1
l

1
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April 29, 1994,i
NOTE FOR: JTaylor

FROM: JTatu

SUBJECT: CONC RN E'XPRESSED BY JANE FLEMING

I returned a call to Ms. Jane Fleming on your behalf this morning (the call
lasted about 50 minutes).. Ms. Fleming infonned me that she received a copy of
the staff's response of April 13, 1994, to Senator Kennedy from Senator
Kerry's office and she was concerned with the content of the letter. She did
not hold you personally responsible for the content of the letter as she
believes that it was the work of Ron Eaton, but she feels that the record
needs to be corrected on this matter and she would like to reach an amicable
resolution. For example, she felt that a corrected response on this matter to
Senator Kennedy would be acceptable.

The specific problem that Ms. Fleming expressed was that the letter to Senator
Kennedy did not honestly and fairly characterize the situation with regard to
the Wellesley Reception Center. She says that the letter portrays such a nice
and orderly transition when this was not the case. First of all, although the
Wellesley Reception Center may have been maintained as the designated
reception center up until March 30, 1994, in fact, it was not " maintained."
After December 31, 1993, the staffing for the center was inadequate, and on
January 20, all the equipment was removed. In fact, she maintained that the
personnel monitoring equipment had to be moved back and forth on the
expressway for the filming that was done at the Wellesley Reception Center in
March 1994. The letter indicates that the transition to the S. Weymouth
Reception Center started as far back as May 1993 whereas Ms. Fleming maintains
that it actually goes back even further to September 1992. Finally, the drill
that is referred to in the letter to Senator Kennedy was a " disaster" (as
characterized by Lt. Cdr. Donavan - person in charge at the S. Weymouth
Reception Center).

Aside from the concerns that she expressed with the accuracy and
characterization of the letter, Ms. Fleming complained that the NRC promised
her that she would get all correspondence on emergency planning concerning
Boston Edison Co., but she did not get a copy of the status report #7 referred
to in the letter to Senator Kennedy. To correct this problem, she asked to be
added to the mailing list for all Boston Edison correspondence. Finally,
Ms. Fleming complained that she was promised that an exercise would be
performed at the S. Weymouth Reception Center shortly after the transition,
and an exercise has not been performed (the " drill" that was performed on
March 12, 1994, does not even come close to a full blown exercise). Further,
an exercise is not even planned for anytime in the immediate future even now.

I told Ms. Fleming $ uldgebcktoherafterIheardfromyouonher
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cc: ED0(r/f)
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DEDR(r/f)
JBlaha
JMilhoan
VHcCree (via E-mail)*

WButler (via E-mail)
REaton (via E-mail)
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